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Preface
Logic, Language, Information and Computation
WoLLIC 2006
This volume contains the peer-reviewed full versions of selected contributions presented at the 13th Workshop on Logic,
Language, Information and Computation (WoLLIC 2006), held at the Center for the Study of Language and Information (CSLI),
Stanford University, from July 18th to 21st, 2006.
WoLLIC is a series of workshops which started in 1994 with the aim of fostering interdisciplinary research in pure and
applied logic. The idea of the workshop is to have a forum which is large enough in the number of possible interactions
between logic and the sciences related to information and computation, and yet is small enough to allow for concrete and
useful interaction across logic-related disciplines.
Held over the course of four full days, WoLLIC 2006 included both extended tutorial sessions and general lectures, given
by an international panel of the world’s top experts in the ﬁelds of theoretical and applied logic, linguistics, and computer
science. Both audience members and participants reﬂected the diversity of the event: representing academic ﬁelds included
members of the psycholinguistics, cognitive science, mathematics, philosophy, theoretical computer science and business
software communities from geographical locales as close to home as Stanford, California, to as far away places such as Tokyo
and Belgrade. The close contact of participants and audiencemembers ensured, within the intensiveworkshop environment,
an intimate setting in which the free and fruitful exchange of ideas could take place.
Funding was generously given by The Tinker Foundation; The Ofﬁce of the Provost, Stanford; CSLI, Stanford; Department
of Philosophy, Stanford; Department of Mathematics, Stanford; Symbolic Systems Program, Stanford.
The members of the Program Committee included Jeremy Avigad (Carnegie Mellon University, USA), Johan van Benthem
(University of Amsterdam, and Stanford University, USA), Martin Davis (Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NYU,
USA), KeithDevlin (CSLI, Stanford, USA), EdwardA. Hirsch (St. PetersburgDepartment of the Steklov Institute ofMathematics,
Russia), Greg Hjorth (UCLA, USA), David Israel (SRI International, Stanford, USA), Vladik Kreinovich (University of Texas at
El Paso, USA), Leonid Levin (Boston University, USA), Grigori Mints (Stanford University, USA; Chair), Itay Neeman (UCLA,
USA), Hiroakira Ono (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan), Stanley Peters (Stanford University, USA),
Wolfram Pohlers (WWU Münster, Germany), Vaughan Pratt (Stanford University, and Tiqit Computers, USA), and Thomas
Scanlon (University of California at Berkeley, USA).
The Organizing Committeemembers were Alexei Angelides (Stanford University, USA), Anjolina Grisi de Oliveira (Univer-
sidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil), Marc Pauly (Stanford University, USA), Valéria de Paiva (PARC, USA; Co-Chair), Ruy de
Queiroz (Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil; Co-Chair).
There were six invited talks:
New insights into probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs), by Eli Ben-Sasson (Computer Science Department, Technion
Institute of Technology, Israel).
Operational theories of sets, by SolomonFeferman (Departments ofMathematics andPhilosophy, StanfordUniversity, USA).
The expanding notion of algorithm, by Yuri Gurevich (Microsoft Research, USA).
A logical uniform boundedness principle for abstract metric and hyperbolic spaces, by Ulrich Kohlenbach (Department of
Mathematics, Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany).
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A logical approach to uniformity in Diophantine geometry, by Thomas Scanlon (Mathematics Department, University of
California at Berkeley, USA).
Symbolic analysis of computer network security protocols, by Andre Scedrov (Department of Mathematics, University of
Pennsylvania, USA).
July 18th was the “tutorial day”, and the following tutorial lectures were presented (two hours each):
(1) New insights into probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs), by Eli Ben-Sasson.
(2) Operational theories of sets, by Solomon Feferman.
(3) Behavioral computation theory, by Yuri Gurevich.
(4) Proof mining: applications of proof theory to analysis, by Ulrich Kohlenbach.
(5) Relative categoricity for ﬁnitely generated ﬁelds, by Thomas Scanlon.
(6) Symbolic analysis of computer network security Protocols, by Andre Scedrov.
The abstracts of papers presented at the meeting have been published in the Logic Journal of the Interest Group in Pure and
Applied Logics 14(3):521–531, Oxford University Press, October 2006. Volume 165 of the series Electronic Notes in Theoretical
Computer Science, published by Elsevier (http://www.entcs.org), contains the proceedings of the meeting.
This special issue
Reﬂecting the diversity of scientiﬁc investigation discussed at the meeting, the following articles were expanded, re-
refereed and chosen to appear in archival form in Information and Computation.
We should like to thank the several reviewers who anonymously contributed to keep the high standards of this journal.
In “Operational Set Theory and Small Large Cardinals” Solomon Feferman proposes a framework, based on his systems of
explicit mathematics, to aid in the study of “small large cardinal principles" in set theory and their recursive analogues.
The paper “Situations in LTL as strings" by Tim Fernando is a technical contribution to situation theory, and the approach
taken is to study situations as strings of observations over discrete time, and to propose some topological interpretation based
on the notion of schedule. Fernando also carries his analysis further into the realm of computation theory by introducing the
notion of derivation and constraint satisfaction.
In “On Graph Reasoning" Renata de Freitas, Paulo Veloso, Sheila Veloso and Petrucio Viana describe the positive graph
relational calculus along with its transformation rules, and present a soundness and completeness result for the calculus, a
ﬁnite model property.
In “Propositional Games with Explicit Strategies" Bryan Renne presents a game semantics for Sergei Artemov’s Logic of
Proofs. This logic is formulated in a language LP which extends that of propositional logic by adding formula-labelling terms.
In their contribution “Relating State-Based and Process-Based Concurrency through Linear Logic" Iliano Cervesato and
Andre Scedrov chose an intuitionistic linear logic as their core motivational paradigm for logic and computation. In the
sequent calculus presentation of this logic, almost “all action takes place on the left". As is well known, such action captures
multiset rewriting via just the tensor. Adding more of linear logic should enrich that rather basic computational paradigm.
The authors then explore a path to such an enrichment and make connections to process calculi.
With “Some specially formulated axiomizations for I0 Manage to Evade the Herbrandized Version of the Second Incom-
pleteness Theorem" Dan Willard examines the behavior of provability systems based on Herbrand deduction and tableaux
deduction in arithmetic with bounded induction. The paper shows a construction of an axiom system Ax3+ α where Ax3 is
a form of an axiomatization of the bounded arithmetic I0 and α is a ﬁxed1 sentence. The author shows that: (i) Ax3+ α
proves its own consistency with respect to Herbrand deduction; (ii) Ax3+ α is consistent.
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